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European Business Aviation notes aviation emissions study, 
points out missed opportunities. 

 
27 May 2021, Brussels. Today, the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) notes the study 
on Business aviation by Transport & Environment and points out the European sector has been 
working diligently and successfully towards decarbonisation through its own commitment on 
climate change since 2009. 
 
The report, called “Private jets: can the super rich supercharge zero-emission aviation?” by Brussels 
based NGO Transport & Environment1, goes into depth on the evolution of Business aviation emissions 
in the most recent years and suggests that there are few arguments to be made in defending the 
existence of the sector.    

 
EBAA notes the publication of the report and welcomes the opportunity to point out much of the work 
that is currently being done by the sector towards a carbon-neutral future; 
 

1. The Business aviation sector has been committed to reducing its impact on the environment 
since the publication of the Business Aviation Commitment on Climate Change, which has 
been used by the sector as its foundation for emission improvements since 2009. 

2. The sector, through its variety of member associations, continuously educates and advocates 
for the use of Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAFs), which will have an impact on early 
decarbonisation while other technologies are developed. 

3. The sector is a clear catalyst for innovation and an early adopter of new technologies that 
reduce aviation’s overall environmental impact, including the ramp-up and EASA certification 
of the use of battery power for short-range aircraft. 

 
Continuing, the study underestimates the use-case of Business aviation, justified by subjective levels 
of appreciation. Furthermore, a peak in summer flight movements is used to disprove the use of 
unscheduled aviation for business purposes. EBAA considers this as a false alternative: an increase in 
summertime movements does not discount the many uses of Business aviation throughout the year.   
 
“Since the conception of Business aviation in Europe, the sector has grown to be a substantial 
contributor to the European economy and society” said EBAA Secretary-General Athar Husain Khan. 
“Our track record shows we welcome a greater push towards a sustainable Business aviation sector, 
but it’s important we do not misrepresent the true economic value, business benefit and societal 
impact the sector truly makes.” he continued.  
 
The European Business aviation industry has ambitions that actively work towards the objectives of 
the European Green Deal. Environmental action and economic growth are not mutually exclusive; 
Business aviation has made sustainability a top priority, whilst simultaneously meeting a clear demand 
to connect citizens, companies and communities. The sector remains committed towards decoupling 
Business aviation growth from emissions output, to achieve collective climate objectives at pace. 
 

-ENDS- 

 
1 Transport & Environment (2021). Private jets: can the super rich supercharge zero-emission 

aviation? 

https://www.ebaa.org/app/uploads/2020/07/GAMA-IBAC-2009-Business-Aviation-Commitment-on-Climate-Change.pdf


 

 

 
Media contact: Róman Kok, rkok@ebaa.org, +32 488 39 19 79 
 
Note to editors:  
 
For a more detailed response, we invite journalists to read our Note to Editors which continues to 
address the recommendations of the report “Private jets: can the super rich supercharge zero-
emission aviation?”.  
 
About EBAA: The European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) is the leading organisation for 
operators of business aircraft in Europe. Our mission is to enable responsible, sustainable growth for 
business aviation, enhance connectivity and create opportunities. EBAA works to improve safety 
standards and share knowledge, to further positive regulation and to ease all aspects of closely 
tailored, flexible, point to point air transportation for individuals, governments, businesses and local 
communities in the most time-efficient way possible. Founded in 1977 and based in Brussels, EBAA 
represents +700 members companies, corporate operators, commercial operators, manufacturers, 
airports, fixed-based operators, and more, with a total fleet of +1,000 aircraft. Follow us on Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook, or visit our website on www.ebaa.org.    
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